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JULY 1, 2013 TO DECEMBER 31, 2013

Introduction
Pursuant to the Law Enforcement Professional Standards Act of 2009 (N.J.S.A. 52:17B-222, et seq.)
(the Act), the Office of Law Enforcement Professional Standards (OLEPS) is required to publish
biannual reports containing aggregate statistics on the New Jersey State Police (State Police). For a
more detailed history of the Act, see the OLEPS website www.nj.gov/oag/oleps.
As statutorily mandated, the Aggregate Report discusses motor vehicle stop activities conducted by
the State Police. Specifically, the Aggregate Report includes information on the number of stops
conducted, the number and type of post-stop activities, the number of arrests during stops, the
number and type of charges filed from arrests during stops, details on evidence seized, and the
number of wanted individuals apprehended during motor vehicle stops. The Aggregate Report
includes this information for all stops made by the State Police during the current reporting period,
July 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013, while the Supplement to the Aggregate Report details this
information for three selected troops, Troop A, Troop C, and Troop D.
The reports include detailed discussion and analysis of the data to facilitate understanding of trends.
Additionally, the report includes graphical depictions of data and trends.
This report discusses data in the aggregate. Rather than examining any stop individually, stops are
only discussed as part of all activity by the State Police. This report analyzes the volume of and the
racial/ethnic distributions of stops, dispositions, enforcement activities, and charges. This report does
not determine whether the use of any disposition, enforcement, or charge is appropriate. Rather, the
volume of these items across racial/ethnic groups is examined to determine whether there is any
disproportionality to the use of these enforcements. Thus, this report will only note whether the
number of activities involving drivers or individuals of a specific racial/ethnic group are in line with
expectations of frequency, not whether troopers acted appropriately when conducting that activity.
The first section of this report, Data, discusses data sources and definitions used in this report. The
Results section of the report provides a discussion of trends and patterns noted at the aggregate
(Division-wide) level. Appendix One lists all previously published Aggregate Reports, their date of
publication, and the reporting period covered.
For more information, this publication and all other reports can be found on the OLEPS website,
http://www.nj.gov/oag/oleps/reports.html.
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DATA
The data utilized in this report were obtained from the State Police. The State Police maintains several
databases containing information on motor vehicle stops. These databases store information on
drivers and passengers, and detail all actions or enforcements that occur during a stop. This report
includes data on motor vehicle stops and individuals within these stops for all stops made by the
State Police from July 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013. A separate publication, OLEPS’ Supplement to
the Tenth Report of Aggregate Data of Traffic Enforcement Activities, contains data and analysis
specifically for Troop A, Troop C, and Troop D.

Stop Level Data
This section utilizes the motor vehicle stop as the unit of analysis. All categorizations in this section
refer to the motor vehicle stop rather than the individuals in the motor vehicle stop. Most
enforcements or events can, theoretically, occur multiple times within a stop. The data here only
indicate that the event happened at least once during a motor vehicle stop rather than the total
number of occurrences.

Number of Stops
A motor vehicle stop is defined as an instance where a trooper directs a motorist to stop or remain in
some location to facilitate interaction between the officer and motorists. Instances where a citizen
requested aid from a trooper or was involved in an accident are not considered motor vehicle stops.1
The number of motor vehicle stops in a reporting period is a function of a number of elements. While
motor vehicle stops are a primary activity for troopers, other requirements may impact the ability of a
trooper to stop vehicles. Troopers may dedicate their time to criminal investigations or public safety
patrols, like those following a natural disaster. The ability to stop motor vehicles may also be
impacted by staffing levels. During lean times, a given station, troop, and ultimately the entire
Division, cannot make as many motor vehicle stops as during times of higher staff levels simply
because there are fewer bodies. Additionally, trooper activities are also impacted by outside funding
through grants that may target certain behaviors. While most of the grants implemented in the State
Police have increased motor vehicle stop activities, it is possible that certain grants may target trooper
activities away from the road to other areas of patrol.

Reason for Stops
During a motor vehicle stop, troopers are required to notify the communication center of the reason
for the stop. Beginning in January of 2012, State Police policy required a specific statute to be called
in where, previously, troopers only had to indicate whether the reason was for a moving, non-moving,
or other violation. To maintain consistency with previous aggregate reports, all statute-specific
reasons for a stop were coded as moving, non-moving, other, or no reason provided, by OLEPS.
1

Such instances can “evolve” into motor vehicle stops depending on the circumstances and specifics of the interaction.
Absent such evolution, such events are not included.
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Moving: Stops initiated for reasons pertaining to the movement of a vehicle. These reasons
include rates of speed, failure to maintain lane, and unsafe lane change, etc.



Non-Moving: Stops initiated for reasons not related to the movement of a vehicle. These
reasons include those that pertain to vehicle maintenance, such as, seatbelt usage, usage of a
handheld cell phone, or the maintenance of lamps, etc.



Other: Stops initiated for another reason. This category includes directed stops and BOLOs.



No Reason Provided: Stops not classified as moving, non-moving or other. This category
includes stops that had no statute(s) listed.

Law Enforcement Procedures
The majority of motor vehicle stops end with the motorist receiving some sort of summons or warning
without any other activities. However, some stops involve a law enforcement procedure or post-stop
interaction such as an exit, frisk, search, etc. These procedures include any interaction between
troopers and citizens that extend beyond conversation.
Troopers are required to document all enforcement activities that occur during a motor vehicle stop
via motor vehicle stop reports. These reports are the source of information on the number and
volume of law enforcement procedures during a given reporting period. The law enforcement
procedures discussed in this report are:


Occupant Vehicle Exit: The number of motor vehicle stops where an occupant was
requested to exit the vehicle.



Occupant Frisk: The number of motor vehicle stops where an occupant was subjected to a
protective pat-down or frisk of their person for weapons.



Non-Consensual Search2: The number of motor vehicle stops where an occupant was
subjected to a search of their person or vehicle for evidence of a crime or incidental to their
arrest.



Canine Deployments: The number of motor vehicle stops where a canine was utilized to
perform a sniff test.



Chemical Force: The number of motor vehicle stops where an occupant was subjected to
chemical force, such as pepper spray.



Deadly Force: The number of motor vehicle stops where an occupant was subjected to
deadly force.



Mechanical Force: The number of motor vehicle stops where an occupant was subjected to
mechanical force, such as a baton.

2

This category includes both probable cause searches of a vehicle and probable cause searches of a person. Due to data
limitations, OLEPS can no longer differentiate these categories and so they are represented as non-consensual searches.
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Physical Force: The number of motor vehicle stops where an occupant was subjected to
physical force.

In some instances, troopers may use a combination of the above-mentioned types of force. These
combinations will be noted when used.
The current discussion of consent searches provides more information on these searches than
previous reports. Specifically, whether the searches were granted, denied, or whether consent was
withdrawn will be discussed.


Consent to Search Requested: The number of motor vehicle stops where consent to
search was requested by the trooper.
o

Consent to Search Denied: The number of motor vehicle stops where consent to search
was requested and denied by an occupant.

o

Consent to Search Granted3: The number of motor vehicle stops where consent to
search was requested and granted by an occupant

o

Consent to Search Withdrawn: The number of motor vehicle stops where consent to
search was requested, granted, and then withdrawn by an occupant.

Beginning in the previous reporting period, arrests are included as a law enforcement procedure
rather than separately. The number of stops where an arrest was made will be detailed. For the
purposes of this report, the following definition of arrest will be used:


Arrest: The number of motor vehicle stops were any individual was taken into custody.

Evidence seizures are also included in the discussion of law enforcement procedures. OLEPS will
comment on the number of motor vehicle stops where any evidence was seized. If available, the
events surrounding the seizure will be identified. For example, whether the seizure occurred during a
consent search, a frisk, a plain view seizure, etc.


Evidence seizures: The number of motor vehicle stops where evidence was seized during a
motor vehicle stop.

Data on law enforcement procedures represent the number of stops where a given procedure has
occurred. There can be, and usually are, multiple law enforcement procedures per stop. Therefore, a
given stop may be represented more than once. For example, a stop can have a vehicle exit, a frisk,
and a canine deployment. This stop would be counted once in the total, but would be listed in each
enforcement category.

Dispositions
Dispositions refer to the outcome of a motor vehicle stop: summons, warning, or other. Troopers
record dispositions following the completion of a motor vehicle stop. Summonses or warnings are
3

The category consent search vehicle conducted is now known as consent to search granted.
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further classified based on the type of violation, either moving or non-moving. For this report, each
stop is placed into only one category of disposition. For example, a stop may be classified as a
moving summons or a moving warning. However, if the driver of the stop received both a moving
summons and a moving warning, the stop would be classified as mixed enforcement. Additionally, the
data do not represent the total number of summonses or warnings issued in a single stop, only that
at least one was issued. The categorizations of dispositions are:


Moving summons: The number of motor vehicle stops where a summons for a moving
violation was issued.



Non-moving summons: The number of motor vehicle stops where a summons for a nonmoving violation was issued.



Moving warning: The number of motor vehicle stops where a warning for a moving violation
was issued.



Non-moving warning: The number of motor vehicle stops where a warning for a nonmoving violation was issued.



Mixed disposition:4 The number of motor vehicle stops where some combination of
warnings and/or summonses for moving and/or non-moving violations were issued.



Other: The number of motor vehicle stops that did not result in a summons or a warning,
otherwise known as no enforcement.

4

For this report, mixed dispositions will incorporate the categories of: summons moving & warnings moving, summons nonmoving & warnings non-moving, and summons and/or warnings/moving and/or non-moving.
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Individual Level Data
This section details the volume of actions taken involving citizens: arrests, charges, and wanted
persons. Because a vehicle can typically hold at least two individuals, these events may occur multiple
times within a given motor vehicle stop. For example, one motor vehicle stop can have multiple
arrests and each arrest can have multiple charges. For ease of interpretation, this section will use the
words “individual” and “motorist” to describe those involved in these events.

Arrests
A single stop can involve multiple arrests, depending on the number of individuals in the vehicle. The
total number of motor vehicle stops where an arrest occurred are detailed in the law enforcement
procedures section. This section will detail the total number of motorists who were arrested during a
motor vehicle stop. Thus, the number of arrests should be at minimum, the same as the number of
stops with arrests, but will likely be higher.

Charges
This section details the charges filed against individuals who were arrested during motor vehicle stops
in the current reporting period. Since each charge is specific to the circumstances of the crime, there
are a large number of different statutes charged for this reporting period. To make the data more
manageable, only the most common charges are discussed:


Obstruction: Obstructing, impairing, or perverting the administration of law or preventing a
public servant from performing an official function.
o This category includes charges pertaining to contempt (outstanding warrants), failure
to appear, hindering, and resisting arrest.



Driving While Intoxicated: Operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol
or controlled dangerous substances with a blood alcohol concentration of .08% or higher.



Possession: Possession, use, or being under the influence of any controlled dangerous
substance including, but not limited to, marijuana, cocaine, heroin, or prescription drugs
(without a prescription).



Paraphernalia: Possessing any item that may be used to ingest, inhale, deliver, pack,
repackage, or distribute a controlled dangerous substance.
o Examples of paraphernalia include: pipes, hypodermic syringes, rolling papers, etc.



Weapons: Possession of any prohibited weapons or devices.
o Prohibited weapons or devices include handguns (without a permit to carry), sawed off
shotguns, metal knuckles, silencers, or body armor penetrating bullets.



Other Charges: The number of motor vehicle occupant(s) that had other criminal charges.
These charges include charges pertaining to theft, property destruction, forgery, violence
against others, licenses, traffic regulation, and motor vehicles.
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Information on criminal charges is occupant specific rather than stop specific. This means that the
data reported indicate the number of individuals who received each charge rather than the number of
stops that resulted in criminal charges. Additionally, any individual may receive more than one
criminal charge. Thus, the data on criminal charges are best understood as the total number of
charges rather than individuals or stops with charges.

Wanted Persons
This section details the number of persons with outstanding warrants taken into custody during a
motor vehicle stop in the current reporting period.
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ANALYSIS
Analysis of State Police trends and activities are detailed here, separated by the unit of analysis- stops
or individuals. Data on stops, law enforcement procedures, dispositions, criminal arrests, criminal
charges, wanted persons, and evidence seized for the entire Division of State Police are discussed in
the sections that follow.
Due to changes in data categorizations in the previous reporting period, analysis of trends was not
possible in the Seventh Aggregate Report. Since this is the third reporting period since these changes,
trends of activities can now be assessed. Caution is warranted as the following depictions, generally,
only reflect three reporting periods and thus, do not present long term trends. Due to the small
number of reporting periods in comparison, differences between reporting periods may be
exaggerated. Because of this, some trends may only be discussed in text, rather than graphically
depicted, so as not to misrepresent changes in activity.

Stop Level Analysis
Number of Stops
From Troop A, Troop C, and Troop D, the State Police conducted 182,961 motor vehicle stops.
Compared to the previous reporting period covering January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2013, this number is
a sizeable decrease of almost 9% of the stops. Historically, there are typically fewer stops in the
second half of the year than the first half of the year. However, this number represents the fewest
number of motor vehicle stops in the past four years. This decrease in stops may result from the
levels of attrition affecting the Division. During the previous reporting period, the State Police had
gone two years without a new recruit class. As troopers continued to retire, there were no new
troopers to fill their spots, thus, the total number of troopers in the Division, and likely the total
number of motor vehicle stops conducted, decreased as a result. While the State Police did graduate
two classes in the current reporting period, those troopers undergo a probationary period on the road
where they are paired with a more senior trooper. These troopers are not conducting their own motor
vehicle stops until the completion of this period.
Figure One depicts the trend of the number of motor vehicle stops for the current and previous eight
reporting periods. While the number of stops does fluctuate each period, the current period is the
lowest number of stops in the four years represented on the graph. As noted in previous Aggregate
Reports, this may be because of attrition affecting the Division.
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Figure Three graphs the number of stops made of drivers of each racial/ethnic group for the current
and five previous reporting periods. The number of stops for each racial/ethnic group declined since
the previous reporting period, as expected given the decline in the total number of stops. The extent
of this decline differed for each racial/ethnic group. For White drivers, the decline was about 10%
while for Hispanic drivers it was only about 5%. As noted in previous Aggregate Reports, despite
fluctuations in the number of stops conducted, each racial/ethnic group still comprises the same
general proportion of all stops. This consistency, suggests that despite the lack of an officially
calculated benchmark5, this distribution may be the closest to a benchmark of State Police activity
currently available.
Figure Three: Trends in Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Motor Vehicle Stops
July 2009 – December 2013
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Reason for Stops
The proportion of stops made for each reason have remained relatively stable over time. As has been
noted in previous reports, the majority of stops conducted are based on moving violations. The
current reporting period also follows this trend; 83% of all motor vehicle stops were based on moving
violations. As shown in Figure Four, 151,303 motor vehicle stops were conducted based on moving
violations. Moving violations typically account for between 80% and 87% of all motor vehicle stops.
In contrast, non-moving violations typically account for a much smaller proportion of motor vehicle
stops. Typically, non-moving violations account for between 11% and 17% of all motor vehicle stops.
In the current reporting period, 28,654 stops, or 16% of all stops were made for non-moving
violations, a slightly smaller number and proportion than the previous reporting period.
While non-moving violations make up a small proportion of all motor vehicle stops, stops made for
other violations make up an even smaller proportion. The proportion of stops for other reasons is
5

A benchmark is a standard or point of reference to which all activities can be compared.
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usually between 1% and 2% of all stops. In the current period, 3,004 motor vehicle stops, about 2%
of stops, were based on other violations. This number of stops is nearly identical to the previous
reporting period.
Overall, the same general pattern of stop reasons remains; the majority of stops are based on moving
violations. As noted previously, the overall number of stops conducted in the current reporting period
declined about 9%. As shown in Figure Four, the number of stops made for moving violations
decreased about 7% while those made for non-moving violations decreased almost 19%. Stops made
for other reasons actually increased about 6% in the current reporting period. The fluctuations are
not aberrant and could easily result from targeted enforcement of laws. For example, if the State
Police received a grant that targeted seat belts, there might be an increase in non-moving violations.
Conversely, if a grant targeting a certain category of stops ended, a decrease in those stops might be
noted.
Figure Four: Trends in Reasons for Motor Vehicle Stops
July 2009- December 2013
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Because every stop receives a stop reason, the racial/ethnic distribution of all stops with a reason
should be identical to that of all stops. Instead, it is more appropriate to assess the racial/ethnic
distribution of each type of motor vehicle stop. The overwhelming majority of motor vehicle stops
were based on moving violations, so the racial/ethnic distribution of stops with moving violations is
nearly identical to that of all stops. As shown in Figure Five, 94,865 stops, 63%, with moving
violations involved White drivers, 17% or 25,505 involved Black drivers, and 13% or 18,866 involved
Hispanic drivers.
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enforcement procedures. This disparity, that Black and Hispanic drivers are involved in a higher
proportion of stops with law enforcement procedures, will be explored in the remainder of this report.
Figure Ten graphs the trend of the racial/ethnic distribution of stops with law enforcement
procedures. The number of stops involving drivers of each racial/ethnic group remained fairly
constant in the current reporting period. That said, there are slight differences in the current period
compared to the previous. The largest change was noted for Black drivers; the number of stops with
post-stop interactions where the driver was Black decreased by 151 stops. Hispanic drivers also
showed a modest decrease, 80 stops, while White drivers increased by only 69 stops. The number of
stops with law enforcement procedures involving Asian drivers actually increased by 52 stops. Overall,
the number of stops of each racial/ethnic group that resulted in a post-stop interaction did remain
fairly consistent with the previous reporting period.
Figure Ten: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Stops with Law Enforcement
Procedures6
January 2011 – December 2013
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Vehicle Exits

The most frequent post-stop interaction was an occupant vehicle exit. Of the 10,062 stops with poststop interactions, 9,600 stops (95%) resulted in an occupant vehicle exit, roughly the same
proportion as the previous reporting period. Troopers are permitted to ask a driver to exit for any
reason, thus, the high frequency of this activity.

Due to the extremely small number of American Indian drivers stopped overall and involved in stops with post-stop
interactions, American Indian drivers will not be depicted in any trend figures.
6
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Figure Ele
even: Racia
al/Ethnic Distribution
n of Stops w
with Vehicle
e Exits
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Figure Eleven depicts the racial/e
ethnic distrib
bution of sttops with vvehicle exits. The frequ
uency of
vehicle exitss for White drivers is higher than the
t
frequenccy for all otther racial/etthnic groupss. White
drivers were
e involved in
n 4,782 stop
ps with vehicle exits (5
50%), Black drivers werre involved in 2,769
stops (29%), and Hispa
anic drivers were involv
ved in 1,674 stops (17%
%) with vehicle exits. Co
ompared
to the overa
all racial/ethnic distributiion of stops,, White driveers make up
p a smaller p
proportion an
nd Black
and Hispaniic drivers ma
ake up a larrger proporttion of stopss with vehicle exits. How
wever, comp
pared to
this distribu
the distributtion of stopss with law en
nforcement procedures,
p
ution is nearlly identical.
Figu
ure Twelve:: Trend of Racial/Ethn
R
nic Distribu
ution of Sto
ops with Ve
ehicle Exits
January 201
12 – Decembeer 2013
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Because veh
hicle exits arre the most frequent law
w enforcemeent procedu
ure, the mag
gnitude of ch
hange in
the racial/etthnic distrib
bution of sto
ops with veh
hicle exits iss consistentt with that of law enfo
orcement
procedures. In the currrent reportin
ng period th
here was a 3
3% decreasse in the tottal number of stops
e exits. The largest decrrease was no
oted for Blacck drivers, w
who experienced a 5% increase
with vehicle
and Hispanic drivers who
w
experien
nced a 5% decrease. A
Asian driverrs actually e
experienced a 19%
t number of stops witth vehicle exxits. The tren
nd of the raccial/ethnic distribution of vehicle
increase in the
exits matche
es the trends of law enfforcement prrocedures ovver time.

Non-Conse
ensual Searc
rches

Non-consensual searche
es are the second
s
mostt common law enforcem
ment proced
dure. Of the
e 10,062
stops with post-stop
p
intteractions, 62% or 6,226
6 stops invo lved non-consensual sea
arches. The number
of stops wiith non-conssensual searches is a slight increaase from th
he number of stops with nonconsensual searches in
n the previo
ous reportin
ng period w
where there
e were 5,93
35 stops wiith nonD
the slight
s
increasse, the raciaal/ethnic disttribution of tthese stops remains
consensual searches. Despite
w the prev
vious period..
consistent with
Figure Thirteen: Racial/Ethn
R
nic Distribu
ution of Sto
ops with Non-Consen
nsual Searc
ches
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
4
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As shown in
n Figure Thirrteen, White
e drivers werre involved iin the largesst proportion
n of stops w
with nonconsensual searches. In
n the curren
nt period, White
W
driverss were invollved in 2,89
95 stops, 46
6%, with
non-consenssual searche
es. Black drivers were involved in
n 2,028 stops, 33%, w
with non-con
nsensual
searches while Hispanic drivers were involved
d in 1,125 stops, 18%
% of stops w
with non-con
nsensual
W
White drivers we
ere still involved in th
he highest p
proportion o
of stops wiith nonsearches. While
consensual searches, th
hey were inv
volved in a much
m
smalleer proportion
n than their representatiion in all
hose with law enforcement procedu
ures. Hispaniic drivers arre overrepressented comp
pared to
stops and th
their proporrtion of all stops,
s
but as
a with Whitte drivers, in
nvolved in a similar pro
oportion of sstops as
those with law enforcem
ment procedures. Black drivers appeear overreprresented among stops w
with nonconsensual searches wh
hen compare
ed to their proportion
p
off all stops with law enforcement pro
ocedures
(33% compared to 28%
%).
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Figure Fourteen: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Stops with Non-Consensual
Searches
January 2012 – December 2013
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Figure Fourteen graphs the trend of non-consensual searches for each racial/ethnic group for the
current and previous two reporting periods. While the overall number of stops and those with law
enforcement procedures declined in the current reporting period, the number of stops with nonconsensual searches actually increased in the current period. White drivers experienced a 4.5%
increase while Black drivers experienced a nearly 6% increase. Hispanic drivers experienced the
smallest increase; the number of stops with non-consensual searches involving Hispanic drivers
increased by only 2% in the current reporting period. Asian drivers experienced roughly a 21%
increase in the number of stops with non-consensual searches. Because of the relatively low number
of stops involving Asian drivers, a 20% increase is actually only 30 stops.

Occupant Frisks

In the current period, there were 677 motor vehicle stops where at least one occupant was frisked,
roughly 7% of all stops with a post stop interaction this reporting period.
As shown in Figure Fifteen, White drivers were involved in the largest proportion of stops with
occupant frisks. There were 322 stops, 48%, with a frisk that involved White drivers, 172 stops, 25%,
that involved Black drivers, and 160 stops, 24%, that involved Hispanic drivers. The racial/ethnic
distribution of stops with frisks is similar to that of all stops and those with law enforcement
procedures though Black and Hispanic drivers are slightly overrepresented among stops with
occupant frisks.
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Figure
F
Fifteen: Racial/
/Ethnic Dis
stribution o
of Stops wiith Occupan
nt Frisks
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Figure Sixte
een presentss the trend of
o stops with
h frisks for eeach racial/e
ethnic group for the currrent and
previous tw
wo reporting
g periods. Since the number
n
of stops with law enforrcement pro
ocedures
decreased, the
t same tre
end is expeccted for each
h specific prrocedure. Ovverall, the nu
umber of sto
ops with
frisks declin
ned about 15% from th
he previous to current rreporting pe
eriods. Each racial/ethnic group
experienced
d a decline, though the magnitude varied
v
amon
ng groups. T
The number of stops wiith frisks
involving Bla
ack drivers decreased
d
by
b about 24%
% in the currrent reportiing period, tthe largest d
decrease
among racia
al/ethnic gro
oups. The nu
umber of sto
ops with frissks involving
g Hispanic d
drivers decre
eased by
16% while those invollving White drivers deccreased by 9%. While in previouss reporting periods,
unexpected increases or
o decreases in the num
mber of stopss with friskss were noted
d, all pattern
ns noted
in the curre
ent period arre expected.. Nonethelesss, because of the unexxpected flucttuations of previous
periods, OL
LEPS will con
ntinue to exxamine frisk
ks of Hispan
nic and Blacck drivers to
o ensure tha
at these
fluctuations are not the result of any targeted actions
a
on th
he part of tro
oopers.
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Figure Sixteen: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Stops with Frisks
January 2012 – December 2013
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Canine Deployments

Canine deployments are a relatively infrequent law enforcement procedure. There were 58 stops
where a canine was deployed in the current period.7 The number of canine deployments in the
current reporting period is about a 10% decrease from the number of deployments in the previous
reporting period.
Unlike the previous reporting period, White drivers make up the largest proportion of stops with
canine deployments in the current period. There were only 29 stops, 49%, with a canine deployment
that involved a White driver. There were 20 stops, 34%, involving Black drivers. Hispanic drivers were
involved in a much smaller proportion of stops with canine deployments, 9 stops, or 15% of all stops
with deployments. For a more detailed analysis of canine deployments, see OLEPS Ninth Oversight
report8.

7

This increase is inflated due to changes in data collection. Historically, the State Police have provided several data files to
OLEPS for use in both the Aggregate and Oversight reports- one from Field Operations and one from the IT Bureau. After
the changes made to the aggregate data files in the previous reporting period, both files were compared. The Field
Operations file indicated more stops with a canine deployment than the IT file. Reports for any motor vehicle stop that was
indicated to involve a canine deployment (in either file) were reviewed to verify the deployment. This resulted in a total of
66 stops with canine deployments, 11 more than the number reported in the IT file. Thus, the total number of deployments
reported for the current period are an increase from the previous reporting period, but this increase is inflated.
8
http://www.nj.gov/oag/oleps/in-house-monitoring.html
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Figure Seventee
en: Racial/Ethnic Disttribution off Stops witth Canine D
Deploymen
nts
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Figure Eighteen: Trend of Rac
cial/Ethnic Distributio
on of Stopss with Canine Deploym
ments
January 201
12 – Decembeer 2013
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Figure Eightteen presentts the trend of canine deployments
d
s by racial/etthnic group for the currrent and
previous rep
porting period. As note
ed previously
y, there wa s a 10% de
ecrease in tthe total number of
stops with canine
c
deplo
oyments in the
t current reporting peeriod. Only W
White driverrs and Blackk drivers
experienced
d a change in
i their num
mber of stops with canin
ne deployme
ents. The nu
umber of sto
ops with
canine deplloyments inv
volving Whiite drivers decreased
d
b
by 37% whiile the num
mber involvin
ng Black
drivers incre
eased nearly
y 21%. The
ese changess seem largee, but in acctuality, the decrease fo
or White
drivers only involved 12
2 deployments while the increase forr Black drive
ers involved five deploym
ments.
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Uses of For
orce

In this reporting period,, there were
e 23 stops where
w
force w
was used. T
This is a sligh
ht increase ffrom the
previous reporting period, where there
t
were 19 uses of force. Forcce remains a
an infrequen
nt event
during moto
or vehicle sto
ops. Only 0.1% of stopss with a postt stop interacction involve
ed a use of fforce.
Physical forcce was the most
m
freque
ently utilized form of for ce. There w
were 17 stop
ps with uses of force
that were cllassified as physical
p
forcce. Mechaniccal force wass utilized in tthree motorr vehicle stop
ps and a
combination
n of Mechanical and Phy
ysical force was
w used in three stopss. There werre no Chemiical uses
of force in the current reporting perriod.
Figure Ninetteen depictss the number of stops with
w uses of fforce by drivver race or e
ethnicity. Beccause of
the small nu
umber of sto
ops with force, the perccentages aree somewhat misleading. White drive
ers were
involved in 39% of all stops
s
with fo
orce while Black
B
driverss were 31%.. Hispanic drrivers were involved
in 30% of all stops with
h uses of forcce. White drrivers were i nvolved in n
nine stops with force while Black
and Hispanic drivers we
ere each invo
olved in seve
en stops wit h force.
Figure
F
Nine
eteen: Racial/Ethnic Distribution
D
n of Stops with Uses of Force
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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ethnic distrib
bution of sto
ops with use
es of force is fairly con
nsistent with
h the distrib
bution of
The racial/e
stops with law enforcement proced
dures. White
e drivers m ake up a sm
maller propo
ortion of sto
ops with
force, 39% compared to those with law enfo
orcement prrocedures, 5
50%. Black drivers make up a
ger proportio
on. They arre 31% of stops
s
with u
uses of forcce and 28%
% of stops w
with law
slightly larg
enforcement proceduress. Similar to the previous reporting period, the e
extent of ovverrepresenta
ation for
vers
is
the
largest;
l
they
y
are
30%
of
o
stops
with
h
uses
of
for
rce
and
only
y
18%
of
sto
ops
with
Hispanic dri
dures.
law enforcement proced
The total nu
umber of sttops where force was used
u
increassed by about 21% in th
he current reporting
period. As shown in Figure
F
Twen
nty, White and
a
Hispaniic drivers e
experienced an increase
e in the
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number of stops with uses of force. Though 21% sounds like a sizeable increase, due to the relative
infrequency of this event, the increase was only four stops. For White drivers there was actually a
22% decrease in the number of stops with uses of force which amounted to two motor vehicle stops.
The number of stops of uses of force involving Black drivers increased by four stops (80%) while the
number involving Hispanic drivers increased by 2 stops (15%). Because force is a relatively rare
event, slight changes can seem larger than they actually are when using percentages. The differences
in the number of stops with uses of force were only one or two stops for each racial/ethnic group;
there were no dramatic changes like that noted in the 7th to the previous reporting periods. For a
more detailed analysis of uses of force, see OLEPS Ninth Oversight report9.

Figure Twenty: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Stops with Uses of Force
January 2012 – December 2013
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Consent to Search

For this period, there were 1,221 stops with consent to search requests. There may be multiple
outcomes for a consent request: granted, denied, or withdrawn. Figure Twenty-One presents the
distribution of all consent to search request outcomes. The majority of consent to search requests
were granted; 1,162 (95%) requests were granted, 58 (5%) were denied, and only one (0%) request
was granted by a vehicle occupant, and then withdrawn by an occupant during the stop.

9

http://www.nj.gov/oag/oleps/in-house-monitoring.html
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Figure
e Twenty-O
One: Outcom
me of Conssent to Sea
arch Reque
ests
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Figure Tw
wenty-Two: Racial/Eth
hnic Distrib
bution of Sttops with C
Consent to Search Re
equests
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Figure Twen
nty-Two presents the racial/ethnic distribution
d
ffor consent tto search re
equests made during
motor vehiccle stops. White
W
drivers made up the largest p
proportion o
of stops with
h consent to
o search
requests. Ne
early half, 46%, of all sttops with co
onsent to seaarch requestts involved W
White driverss. Black
drivers were
e involved in
n 479 stops (39%) with consent to search requ
uests, and Hispanic drive
ers were
involved in 160 stops (13%) with consent
c
to search
s
requeests. The ra
acial/ethnic distribution of stops
with consen
nt to searcch requests is similar to the disstribution off stops with
h law enfo
orcement
procedures, where White drivers make
m
up 50
0%, Black d
drivers make
e up about 29%, and Hispanic
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up a larger proportion of stops
drivers mak
ke up about 18% of sto
ops. Howeve
er, Black dri vers make u
with consen
nt to search requests wh
hile Hispanicc and White driver make
e up a smalle
er proportion
n. When
compared to
o the racial//ethnic distriibution of alll stops, White drivers a
are underrep
presented an
nd Black
drivers are overrepresen
o
nted among stops with consent
c
to ssearch reque
ests.
wenty-Three
e: Racial/E
Ethnic Distrribution of Stops with
h Granted C
Consent Se
earches
Figure Tw
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Among the possible outcomes of these
t
requessts, this patttern remain
ns the same
e; White drivvers had
o both gran
nted (Figure Twenty-Thrree) and den
nied consentt to search rrequests
the highest proportion of
wenty-Four). Because the majority
y of consen
nt to searcch requestss are grantted, the
(Figure Tw
distribution of granted consent
c
requ
uests is nearrly identical to that of alll stops with requests. H
However,
the distributtion of denied consent to search requests doees deviate. S
Specifically, White drive
ers were
involved in an
a smaller proportion
p
off stops with denied conssent requestts, 40% than
n their propo
ortion of
all stops wiith consent requests, 46%.
4
Additio
onally, Blackk drivers we
ere involved in a slightlly larger
proportion of
o stops with denied co
onsent reque
ests, 43% co
ompared to 39% of all stops with consent
requests.
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Figure Twe
enty-Four: Racial/Eth
hnic Distrib
bution of Sttops with D
Denied Con
nsent Requ
uests
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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umber of sto
ops with con
nsent to searrch requestss decreased slightly in th
he current reporting
The total nu
12% in the current rep
period. The
e total numb
ber of reque
ests decreassed nearly 1
porting perio
od. This
number includes all requests, rega
ardless of the outcomee (granted o
or denied). Figure Twe
enty-Five
graphs this trend for each racial/eth
hnic group. The
T largest cchange was noted for sttops involvin
ng White
w requestted. For thesse stops theere was an 1
18% decrea
ase compare
ed to the
drivers where consent was
previous rep
porting perio
od. Black driivers decreased by abou
ut 3%, Hispa
anic drivers by about 13
3%, and
Asian driverrs by about 10%.
1
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Figure Twenty-Five: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Stops with Consent Requests
January 2012 – December 2013
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Trends in each category of consent to search request that were granted, denied, or withdrawn are
not presented pictorially. However, in the current reporting period, there was a 9% decline in the
number of stops with denied consent requests and a 3% decrease in the number of stops with
granted consent requests. For denied consent requests, Black, Hispanic, and Asian drivers actually
experienced slight increases while only White drivers experienced a decrease. Among stops with
granted consent requests, all racial/ethnic groups experienced a decrease except for Black drivers
who experienced a 7% increase.

Arrests

In the current reporting period, there were 6,854 motor vehicle stops where at least one person was
arrested. In the majority of these stops, only one person was arrested. However, there were six
individuals arrested in two stops and several stops where five individuals were arrested. On average,
there were 1.1 arrests per stop.
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Figure Tw
wenty-Six: Racial/Eth
hnic Distrib
bution of Sttops with A
Arrests
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Figure Twen
nty-Six depiccts the racial/ethnic disttribution of aall motor veh
hicle stops w
where an arrrest was
made. Overrall, White drivers
d
were involved in the highesst proportion
n of stops w
where an arrrest was
made. Roug
ghly 47% of all stops wh
here an arresst was madee involved W
White driverss. Black drive
ers were
involved in 33% of all stops
s
where
e an arrest was
w made w
while Hispaniic drivers we
ere involved in 17%
of stops wh
here an arresst was made
e. Asian driv
vers were on
nly involved in 3% of all stops with
h arrests
and America
an Indian drivers were in
nvolved in 0%.
Compared to the ove
erall racial/e
ethnic distrib
bution of sstops, it ap
ppears that White drivvers are
underrepressented while
e Black and Hispanic driivers are ovverrepresented. White d
drivers were 62% of
all stops yett only 47% of
o stops with
h arrests. Co
onversely, B
Black drivers were only 1
17% of all sttops but
33% of all stops
s
with arrests.
a
The overreprese
entation for Hispanic drrivers is not nearly as d
dramatic,
Hispanic driv
vers were 13
3% of all sto
ops and 17%
% of all stopss with arrestts.
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Figure Twenty-Seven: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Stops with Arrests
January 2012 – December 2013
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The total number of stops where an individual was arrested decreased about 7% in the current
reporting period. White and Hispanic drivers experienced the largest increases; the number of stops
with White or Hispanic drivers where an individual was arrested increased by nearly 8% for each
group in the current reporting period. The decrease for Black drivers was also sizeable, 6%. Asian
drivers actually experienced a 4.5% increase in the number of stops with arrests.
Historically, the number of stops with arrests for Black drivers has been disproportionately high
compared to other racial/ethnic groups. In the current period, they are still disproportionately high in
comparison to their proportion of all stops, but not quite as disproportionate as previous reporting
periods. The actual number of and charges for arrests will be discussed in the individual analysis
section, explaining this disproportionality.
As noted in previous aggregate reports, White drivers are more likely to be involved in any post-stop
interaction than other drivers. Black drivers are roughly 30% of all law enforcement procedures
utilized in the current reporting period. This does suggest some sort of disproportionality, however,
the reason for this disproportionality is not necessarily known. As noted earlier, the appropriateness
of enforcement activities is not assessed in this report, but is in OLEPS’ Oversight Reports10. Further
analysis is necessary to uncover the reason(s) for the disproportionality in law enforcement
procedures. However, because the majority of stops with law enforcement procedures have at least
one arrest made, it is possible that the disproportionality for all law enforcement procedures stems
from this.

Evidence Seizures

The seizure of evidence during a motor vehicle stop is a relatively rare occurrence, occurring in only
993 motor vehicle stops. Evidence may have been seized in conjunction with a variety of activities

10

http://www.nj.gov/oag/oleps/in-house-monitoring.html
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including: frisks, non-consensual searches,
s
co
onsent requeests, executtion of a se
earch warran
nt, plain
view seizure
es, or even a request forr the retrieva
al of propertty.
Figure Twe
enty-Eight: Racial/Etthnic Distribution of E
Evidence Se
eizures
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Figure Twe
enty-Eight depicts
d
the racial/ethnicc distributio
on of stopss with evide
ence seizurres. The
majority of stops in which evidence was seizzed involved
d White drivvers. In 54%
% of all sto
ops with
evidence seized, the driiver was Wh
hite, in 32% of stops thee driver was Black, and in 12% of stops the
driver was Hispanic. Co
ompared to the overall distribution
n of motor vvehicle stops, Black drivvers are
overreprese
ented. While
e only 17% of all stop
ps, Black drrivers are in
nvolved in 32% of sto
ops with
evidence seized. The distribution off stops with evidence seeizures is mo
ore similar to
o the distrib
bution of
stops with la
aw enforcem
ment procedu
ures.
Each motor vehicle stop
p can involve
e one or mo
ore seizure o
of evidence. In the curre
ent reporting
g period,
173 of the 993 stops with seizure
es had evid
dence seized
d as the ressult of more
e than one type of
activity. Forr example, a trooper may observe contraband in plain vie
ew and also
o conduct a consent
search thatt produces evidence.
e
Thus,
T
there are actuallyy, 1,167 searches/seizu
ures that led to an
evidence se
eizure. At most,
m
a sing
gle stop inclluded three different tyypes of sea
arches/seizures that
resulted in evidence.
e
Ho
owever, the majority of stops only in
nvolved one type of search/seizure.
While the exact
e
eviden
nce seized iss unknown, it is known
d. Figure
n how the evidence was obtained
Twenty-Nine
e depicts th
he type of search/seizu
ures that reesulted in e
evidence forr each racia
al/ethnic
group. The majority of the 1,167 evidence se
eizures resultted from co
onsent searcches. In tota
al, there
were 761 ev
vidence seizures as the result of a consent
c
searrch. Of these
e consent se
earch seizure
es, 53%
involved Wh
hite drivers, 32% involv
ved Black driivers, 13% iinvolved Hisspanic driverrs, and 2% involved
Asian driverrs.
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Figure Twe
enty-Nine: Types of E
Evidence Se
eizures
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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p
rep
porting period, the se
econd mostt frequent searches/se
eizures were
e those
Like the previous
considered plain view. In 261 seiizures, the reason provvided indica
ated that co
ontrolled da
angerous
erous weapo
ons (CDW), or open con
ntainers werre in plain vview and
substances (CDS), conttrolled dange
ures, 60% in
nvolved Whitte drivers, 25
5% involved
d Black drive
ers, 12%
subsequentlly seized. Off these seizu
involved Hisspanic driverrs, and 3% involved Asia
an drivers.
assified as “O
Other PC” were
w
the thirrd most freq
quently cited
d search lead
ding to an e
evidence
Seizures cla
seizure. The
ese activitiess include all PC based searches/seiz
s
zures other than plain vview seizure
es. Thus,
vehicle frisk
ks, proof of ownership, secure vehiicle, retrievaal of propertty, or publicc exigency ssearches
fall under th
his category.. There were
e 110 search
hes/seizures classified ass Other PC. Again, the m
majority,
66%, involv
ved White drrivers, while 23% involve
ed Black drivvers, 8% invvolved Hispa
anic drivers, and 2%
involved Asian drivers.
eizures classsified as Non
n-PC or as the result o
of a search warrant we
ere rare. These two
Searches/se
categories accounted
a
fo
or less than 40
4 seizures in
i the curren
nt reporting period.
t
trend motor
m
vehicle
e stops wit h evidence seized by racial/ethnicc group.
Figure Thirtty depicts the
Overall, the
ere was abou
ut an 8% decrease in the
t
number of stops wh
here evidence was seizzed. This
decrease wa
as largest fo
or White driv
vers; the nu
umber of sto
ops with Wh
hite drivers w
where evidence was
seized decre
eased 14% in the current period. For Hispanic drivers the decrease wa
as about 11% while
it was closer to 12% forr Asian drive
ers. Black driivers actuallyy experience
ed an increa
ase in the nu
umber of
e
seizures. For Black
B
drivers the numbe r of stops w
with evidence
e seizures in
ncreased
stops with evidence
about 7% in
n the currentt reporting period.
p
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Figure Thirty: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Stops with Evidence Seizures
January 2012 – December 2013
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Dispositions
For each stop made by the State Police, a disposition is issued. As depicted in Figure Thirty-One,
66,567 stops (37%) resulted in some kind of summons, 60,418 stops (33%) resulted in a warning,
20,007 stops (11%) resulted in some combination of warnings and/or summons, and 35,969 stops
(20%) resulted in another, unspecified disposition. As in previous reporting periods, the most
common dispositions were summonses and warnings issued for moving violations. Each of these
categories makes up about 25% of all dispositions issued during this reporting period. Dispositions
based on non-moving violations were less common; there were 25,020 summonses for non-moving
violations and 11,769 warnings for non-moving violations issued during motor vehicle stops made
during this reporting period.
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Figure Thirty-One:
T
: Dispositio
ons of All S
Stops
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Figure Thirrty-Two gra
aphs the number of stops
s
resultting in eacch dispositio
on for the current
and past seven
s
reporrting period
ds. Because
e the numb
ber of moto
or vehicle sstops made
e in the
current rep
porting period is smaller than the
e previous reporting p
period, therre were decclines in
each categ
gory of disp
position. The magnitud
de of this d
decline did vvary; the la
argest decline was
for non-mo
oving summ
monses whicch declined
d by about 3% while o
other dispossitions decllined by
only .3%.
Figure Thirty-Two
o: Trends o
of Dispositiions
July 2009 – December 2013
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Since the Sttate Police began
b
its atttempts to re
educe the n
number of sttops with no
o enforceme
ents, the
number of stops resu
ulting in wa
arnings and summonsees for moving violation
ns have inccreased,
surpassing other
o
violations in the sixth
s
reportin
ng period. W
While these ttwo disposittion categories have
historically been
b
freque
ent, they are
e now the most
m
frequen
nt outcomes for motor vvehicle stopss. In the
7th reportin
ng period, the
t
numberr of warning
gs and sum
mmons for moving violations were
e nearly
identical. However, sin
nce then, th
he State Po
olice has isssued slightlyy more movving warnin
ngs than
summonsess.
mmonses ha
ave been the
e most frequ
uent disposittion for all rracial/ethnic groups.
Historically, moving sum
n the curren
nt reporting period, this is not neceessarily true
e. Moving su
ummonses w
were the
However, in
most freque
ent outcome
e for Hispaniic, Asian, an
nd American Indian drivvers but, mo
oving warnin
ngs were
most common for White
e and Black drivers. For Other driveers, non-movving summo
onses were tthe most
frequent outcome.
position cate
egories, Whiite drivers continue
c
to make up tthe largest proportion of each
Across disp
disposition type.
t
The ov
verall pattern remains th
hat between
n 56 and 67 percent of all dispositio
on types
involved Wh
hite drivers and
a between
n 16 and 21
1 percent of all dispositio
on types invvolved Blackk drivers.
Because Sta
ate Police is required to
o record a disposition
d
fo
or all motor vehicle stop
ps, the racia
al/ethnic
distribution of dispositio
ons should be nearly identical to thee racial/ethniic distributio
on of all stop
ps.
Figure Thirty-Three:: Racial/Ethnic Distrib
bution of D
Disposition Types
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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The most common
c
outtcome acrosss stops werre moving w
warnings. Th
here were 4
48,649 stopss (27%)
that resulte
ed in a mov
ving warning
g. Of these stops, theree were 36,3
352 stops (67%) that involved
White driverrs, 7,894 sto
ops (16%) th
hat involved
d Black driveers, and 5,27
77 (11%) that involved Hispanic
drivers. Thiss is very sim
milar to the overall patte
ern of the rracial/ethnic distribution of all stopss, where
the majority
y of stops in
nvolve White
e drivers. Ho
owever, Whiite drivers a
are slightly o
overrepresen
nted and
Black and Hispanic drive
ers, slightly underrepressented amon
ng moving w
warnings.
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The second most common outcome for stops were moving summonses, which were cited in 46,547
stops (25%). There were 27,376 stops (59%) with moving summonses that involved White drivers,
7,707 stops (17%) with moving summonses that involved Black drivers, and 6,162 stops (13%) with
moving summonses that involved Hispanic drivers. This is also very similar to the overall racial/ethnic
distribution of all stops, albeit underrepresented for White drivers and Black drivers and slightly
overrepresented for Hispanic drivers.
Unlike the distribution for law enforcement procedures, the racial/ethnic distribution for each
disposition category is consistent with the overall racial/ethnic distribution of motor vehicle stops.
White drivers receive roughly 60% of all categories of dispositions, while Black drivers are closer to
18%, and Hispanic motorists were about 12%. Thus, the distribution of disposition types roughly
matches that of all stops.
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Indiividual Level Analys
sis
Arrests
While there
e were 6,845 motor vehicle stops where an aarrest was m
made, there
e were 8,118 actual
arrests. Tha
at is, there were 8,118
8 individualss arrested d
during moto
or vehicle sttops in the current
reporting pe
eriod. On average, there
e were 1.1 arrests per m
motor vehicle
e stop but, a few stops d
did have
as many as six arrests.
eraged just a little more
e than one arrest, the racial/ethnicc distribution
n of the
Because each stop ave
w were arrrested shou
uld be simila
ar to the raccial/ethnic diistribution off stops with arrests.
individuals who
Figure Thirty
y-Four depiccts this distribution, and it is similar to the distribution of sttops with arrrests. As
found for sttops with arrests, White
e individuals made up th
he largest proportion off all arrests. In 44%
dual was W
of all arrestts made during the repo
orting period
d, the individ
White. In 36%
% of all arre
ests, the
individual arrrested was Black while in 17% of all
a arrests, th
he individual arrested w
was Hispanic. Finally,
Asian individuals were involved in 3% of all arrests whil e American Indians we
ere involved
d in 0%.
These propo
ortions are nearly
n
identiccal to those from the preevious reporrting period..
Of the 8,11
18 arrests made
m
in the current rep
porting perio
od, 6,108 a
arrests were
e of the drivver of a
vehicle. The
e remaining 2,010 arrestts were of passengers.
p
T
Thus, the diistribution of stops with arrests,
which is ba
ased on the
e driver’s ra
ace/ethnicity
y, is nearly identical to
o the distrib
bution of alll arrests
because driv
vers made up
u the largesst proportion
n of those w ho were arre
ested.
Figure Thirty-Fo
our: Racial/
/Ethnic Disstribution o
of All Arres
sts
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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Overall, the
e number of persons arrrested decre
eased aboutt 8.5% from
m the previou
us reporting
g period.
This decreasse is slightly
y more than the decrease for all stop
ps with arressts, which de
ecreased ab
bout 7%.
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The number of Hispanic individuals who were arrested was the largest decrease from the previous
reporting period; there was a 12% decrease in the number of Hispanic individuals who were arrested
in the current reporting period. White individuals experienced a 10% decrease while Black individuals
arrested only decreased by about 5%. Since the previous reporting period there was actually a 4.5%
increase in the number of Asian individuals arrested.
Figure Thirty-Five: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Individuals Arrested
January 2012 – December 2013
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Black and Hispanic individuals made up a larger proportion of all individuals arrested than expected.
Whether troopers had appropriate probable cause to arrest is not explored in this report but is in
OLEPS’ Oversight Report. Examination of the charges filed following arrests may help elucidate
possible reasons for this disproportionality in the racial/ethnic distribution of those arrested.

Charges
For an arrest, an individual can be charged with one or multiple charges. For the current period, while
there were 8,118 arrests, there were actually 9,400 charges filed. One average, each arrest resulted
in 1.15 charges filed. However, several arrests had as many as seven charges filed.
The racial/ethnic distribution of those arrested and that had charges filed is presented in Figure
Thirty-Six and is similar to the distribution of all arrests. White individuals were involved in the largest
proportion of charges filed, 47%. Black individuals were involved in 34% of all charges, Hispanic
individuals were involved in 16% of all charges filed, and Asian individuals were involved in 3% of
charges filed. Compared to the distribution of those individuals who were arrested, the proportions
are nearly similar. However, White individuals make up a larger proportion of those charged than
arrested while Black and Hispanic individuals make up slightly smaller proportions of those charged.
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Figu
ure Thirty-Six: Racial/Ethnic Disstribution o
s
of Charges
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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shown in Figure
charges filed. However, the extentt of this deccline varied.. White indivviduals expe
erienced the
e largest
decrease, 12%, while charges against Black an
nd Hispanic iindividuals d
declined abo
out 6%, and charges
against Asia
an individualss decreased about 3%.
Figure Thirty-Seven: Trend of Racial/Eth
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d and not ch
harged. Whiile this is po
ossibly a da
ata entry
In some cases, an individual may be arrested
m
likely a reflection of policies and procedurees following State v. Peñ
ña-Flores, 19
98 N.J. 6
error, it is more
(2009).11 Fo
ollowing thiss ruling, Sta
ate Police policy
p
requirres immedia
ate arrest w
when a troo
oper has
probable cause in the fo
orm of the odor
o
of marijjuana. In these instance
es, an individ
dual is place
ed under
ediately when the odor of
o either raw
w or burnt m
marijuana is d
detected. Th
he trooper m
may then
arrest imme
request for consent to search the vehicle,
v
requ
uest a canin
ne, or reque
est a search warrant. If none of
e evidence to confirm the odor a nd the odo
or dissipatess, the troop
per must
these searcches provide
release the individual. Thus,
T
an arrrest was ma
ade, but the individual w
was never charged beca
ause the
ed.
odor of marrijuana, or prrobable causse, dissipate
ent reporting
g period therre were 866 arrests wheere an individ
dual was not ultimately charged
In the curre
with any sp
pecific statu
ute. The raccial/ethnic distribution
d
of those no
ot charged should, ide
eally, be
identical to the racial/etthnic distribu
ution of thosse charged. If the distrib
butions diffe
er, further an
nalysis is
w
specificcally causes these
t
differeences.
required to determine what
gure Thirty
y-Eight: Racial/Ethnic
c Distributiion of Arressts with No
o Charges
Fig
July 1, 2013 – December 31, 2013
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picts the raccial/ethnic distribution
d
o
of those arrrested but not charged
d in the
Figure Thirtty-Eight dep
current periiod. The disstribution of those not charged
c
is ssimilar to tha
at of those who were ccharged,
however, so
ome differe
ences do em
merge. Speccifically, wh ile Black drrivers were roughly 1//3 of all
charges filed, they are 44% of tho
ose individua
als for whom
m no charge
es were filed
d. Converselyy, White
e 47% of charges filed yet
y only 36%
% of those w
with no charges filed. Th
hus, it would
d appear
drivers were
that Black individuals are slightly
y overrepressented amo
ong arrests with no ch
harges. Thiss is not
h noted the high numb
ber of motorr vehicle sto
ops where a consent sea
arch was
unexpected as OLEPS has
b
on PC
C, the odorr of marijua
ana. The prresence of that particu
ular form off PC, as
requested based
State v. Pe
eña-Flores, 198
8 N.J. 6 (2009
9), hereafter referred to ass Peña-Flores, served to furrther define th
he exigent
circumstances under which a search of a vehicle cou
uld be conduccted without ssecuring a sea
arch warrant u
under the
t
was prob
bable cause to believe
b
that a ccrime had been
n (or will be) co
ommitted.
automobile excception when there
11
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discussed previously, requires an immediate arrest until a trooper can ascertain whether there is
contraband on the person or in the vehicle.
The number of individuals arrested and not charged decreased for all racial/ethnic groups except for
Asians. As shown in Figure Thirty-Nine, the number of White individuals not charged decreased by
about 25%, Black individuals not charged decreased by 12%, and Hispanic individuals not charged
decreased by 27%. The number of Asian individuals arrested and not charged increased by 7%,
which is only two stops.
Figure Thirty-Nine: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Individuals Not Charged
January 2012 – December 2013
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Types of Charges

The charges filed following an arrest can be numerous. As noted above, an individual may be charged
with multiple charges. While there are a number of charges that can be chosen for any violation,
there are also a few charges that are commonly used. Each specific charge was coded to reflect the
overall type of charge. Figure Forty depicts the types of charges filed for arrests made during motor
vehicle stops in the current reporting period.
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Figu
ure Forty: Types
T
of Ch
harges Filed
d
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For the currrent reportin
ng period, th
he most com
mmonly cited
d charges pe
ertained to o
obstruction; 40% of
all charges filed
f
were ca
ategorized as obstruction. This category does in
nclude such charges as resisting
arrest, hindering apprehension, an
nd contemptt. Contempt is the charrge listed wh
hen an indivvidual is
ased on an outstanding
g warrant and
a
for the current pe
eriod and iss actually th
he most
arrested ba
frequently cited
c
obstrucction charge. Contempt was the speecific charge
e cited in 89% of all obsstruction
charges in the currentt reporting period. Fro
om this info
ormation, it can be infferred that a large
o arrests made
m
during motor vehiccle stops in the currentt reporting p
period are b
based on
proportion of
outstanding warrants.
ports, a num
mber of indiv
viduals weree charged in reference to
o drugs and alcohol.
As noted in previous rep
These charg
ge categories, DWI, Possession, and
d Paraphernaalia, were cited in slighttly more than half of
all charges filed. Charg
ges for posssession of a controlled dangerous substance, or being un
nder the
influence off such a sub
bstance werre 19% of all
a charges ffiled while ccharges for possession of drug
paraphernallia were 8%
% of all ch
harges filed. Marijuana was the m
most freque
ently cited drug in
possession charges,
c
cite
ed in over 57
7% of all po
ossession ch arges. Charg
ges for driving while intoxicated
(DWI) were 28% of all charges filed
d.
Charges forr the possesssion of pro
ohibited wea
apons and d
devices were
e relatively rare in the current
reporting pe
eriod. These charges am
mounted to about
a
1% of all charges filed.
Other charg
ges included a variety off both criminal and trafffic violationss that were cited in the
e current
reporting pe
eriod. These
e charges on
nly amounted
d to 4% of all charges ffiled. The m
most common
nly cited
other charge
e was theft of some kind
d.
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Figure Forty-One: Trend of Arrest Charges
January 2012 – December 2013
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The total number of charges filed in the current reporting period decreased about 9%, as noted
previously. Figure Forty-One illustrates this decrease by charge categories. As shown, the magnitude
of the decrease varied across charge types. For example, the number of charges for DWI actually
declined by only 5.5%. However, weapons charges decreased by 25%, paraphernalia charges
decreased by 12%, and possession charges declined by 13%. The relative constant of DWI charges
may be indicative of targeted DWI enforcement patrols that did not change in frequency during the
current and previous three reporting periods.
Since an individual can be charged with multiple charges, the racial/ethnic distribution of each charge
category is explored in Figure Thirty-Two. The distribution of all charges in Figure Twenty-Six
indicated that White motorists make up the largest proportion of all charges, followed by Black,
Hispanic, Asian, and then American Indian individuals. This same distribution is expected for each
category of charges.
This pattern is upheld for those charged with DWI. Among those charged with DWI, White individuals
were most likely to be charged with DWI. In 1,504 (57%) DWI charges the individual charged was
White, in 463 (18%) instances the individual charged was Black, in 565 (21%) the individual charged
was Hispanic, in 108 (4%) the individual charged was Asian, and in one instance the individual
charged was American Indian. Thus, there were more White individuals charged with DWI than other
racial/ethnic groups. Coincidently, DWI was the most frequently cited charge for all White, Asian, and
Hispanic individuals.
Obstruction charges, the most frequent category of charges, do not follow the expected pattern.
Rather than White individuals making up the largest proportion, Black individuals are those who most
frequently received obstruction charges. In the current period, 1,818 (48%) obstruction charges were
cited for Black individuals while only 1,317 (35%) cited White individuals. Hispanic individuals made
up 15% and Asian motorists made up 1% of all obstruction charges.
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White indiviiduals were the largest proportion of those ch
harged with paraphernalia or posse
ession of
controlled dangerous
d
su
ubstances. White
W
motoriists were ch arged in 898
8 (51%) cha
arges of posssession,
Black motorrists were charged
c
in 603
6
(34%), Hispanic m
motorists were charged in 229 (13%
%), and
Asian individ
duals were charged
c
in 39
3 (2%) posssession chaarges. Parap
phernalia cha
arges were similarly
distributed. White indiv
viduals were
e cited in 53
33 (66%) paaraphernalia
a charges w
while Black m
motorists
were charge
ed in 164 (2
21%), Hispa
anic individu
uals were ch
harged in 85 (11%), an
nd Asian ind
dividuals
were charge
ed in 17 (2%
%) paraphern
nalia chargess.
Weapons charges were more com
mmon for Black
B
than White indivviduals. Blacck individua
als were
viduals were
e involved i n 28 (37%), Hispanic individuals in eight
involved in 37 (49%), White indiv
o (3%) insta
ances wheree weapons ccharges werre filed. Thiss pattern
(11%), and Asian individuals in two
ges. Black in
ndividuals were
w
involved
d in 127 (35
5%) instancces of other charges
reverses forr other charg
while White
e motorists were cited in 157 (43%
%) instancees. Hispanic motorists w
were involve
ed in 74
(20%) and Asian
A
driverss eight (2%)) instances with
w other ch
harges.
As mentioned in previous reportin
ng periods, Black indivviduals appe
eared to be
e more likely to be
arrested tha
an their likelihood of beiing involved in a stop o
overall. Thou
ugh the racia
al/ethnic disttribution
of all stops is unknown,, this pattern
n is still likely in the currrent reportin
ng period. T
Through exam
mination
of the charrges filed fo
or all arrestss in this pe
eriod, an exxplanation iss possible. R
Roughly 40%
% of all
charges pertained to the obstrucction of justice, the vaast majorityy of which were identtified as
contempt. Contempt,
C
as noted, is the charge listed when an individu
ual has an o
outstanding w
warrant.
Additionally,, Black drive
ers made up
p the largest proportion
n of chargess for obstrucction and co
ontempt.
Thus, the disproportionality of arrests and charrges is unlikkely the resu
ult of trooper discretion. In fact,
the opposite
e could be said.
s
The dissproportionallity results frrom a lack o
of trooper diiscretion as arrest is
required wh
hen an outsta
anding warrant is noted.
Though not depicted graphically (but availa
able upon request), tthe trend o
of the racia
al/ethnic
r
forr the most part, patterrns consistent with the current
distribution of each charge type revealed,
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reporting pe
eriod. Generrally, each racial/ethnic
r
group exhiibited a deccreasing num
mber of cha
arges for
each type of
o charge. In
n the curren
nt period, with the exce ption of obsstruction and
d weapons ccharges,
White individuals rema
ain the large
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on of each charge cate
egory. Mostt changes ffrom the
orting period
d were relattively small. However, W
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c
for both posseession and o
other charge
es. Black ind
dividuals
large increa
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d large increases for wea
apons and DWI.
D
Generaally, the change in charg
ge types wa
as not as
dramatic for Hispanic in
ndividuals as it was forr White and Black indivviduals; for ssome charge types,
vers exhibite
ed minimal changes
c
in the number o
of charges in
n each categ
gory.
Hispanic driv

Wanted Persons
P
When State
e Police interract with ind
dividuals durring a motorr vehicle sto
op, they run database ch
hecks to
determine iff the individu
ual has any outstanding
g warrants. IIf the individ
dual does, th
hey can be a
arrested.
In the currrent reportin
ng period, 3,331 arressts were of wanted pe
ersons, thosse with outsstanding
warrants.
Figure Th
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As noted prreviously, ind
dividuals witth outstandiing warrantss make up a large prop
portion of all arrests
and chargess filed and are
a categorized as obsttruction. In aactuality, 3,,331 individu
uals arrested
d during
the current reporting period were wanted
w
perssons. Additio
onally, Blackk individualss were noted
d as the
portion of tho
ose charged with obstru
uction. Thus,, it would be
e expected th
hat Black ind
dividuals
largest prop
would also be
b a large proportion
p
off all wanted persons. Ind
deed, Black individuals made up 48
8% of all
wanted persons while White
W
individuals were only 36%, Hispanic ind
dividuals we
ere 15%, an
nd Asian
w
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c
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While the total number of wanted persons decreased by about 15% in the current reporting period,
the degree of increase differed for each racial/ethnic group. The number of Black individuals who
were identified as wanted persons decreased by about 13% in the current reporting period, while the
number of wanted Hispanic individuals decreased by 20%. The number of White individuals who were
wanted decreased 16% in the current reporting period. Overall though, Black individuals remain the
largest proportion of those identified as wanted persons.
Figure Thirty-Four: Trend of Racial/Ethnic Distribution of Individuals Wanted Persons
January 2012 – December 2013
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SUMMARY
This report details the volume of trooper stop related activity for the January 1, 2013 to June 30,
2013 reporting period. The data indicate a decrease in the total number of stops reported from the
previous reporting period and that White drivers continue to be involved in the majority of
interactions between motorists and the State Police. These data indicate that the percentage of White
drivers who were stopped, who were the recipients of law enforcement procedures, who were
arrested, who had charges filed against them, and who had evidence seized is higher than the
corresponding percentages of Black drivers, Hispanic drivers, and all other racial/ethnic categories.
Black drivers are generally 30% of all categories of post-stop interactions but typically involved in less
than 20% of all stops. Black drivers were only 25% of stops with frisks and nearly 50% of stops with
canine deployments. As noted in previous reporting periods and in this report, Black drivers were
more likely to have outstanding warrants. Because these drivers do have outstanding warrants, there
may be reasonable articulable suspicion to conduct post-stop interactions based on their criminal
history. Specifically, Black drivers were 48% of those wanted persons and 44% those who were
arrested and not charged.
Hispanic drivers were involved in only 18% of all stops with post-stop interactions yet were only 13%
of all stops. Hispanic drivers were only 13% of stops with consent requests but 30% of all stops with
uses of force. The fluctuation in the proportion of activity involving Hispanic drivers is smaller for the
current reporting period than the previous. Nonetheless, these patterns will continue to be explored in
future aggregate reports.
The results presented here do seem in line with those from the previous reporting period, suggesting
that there are no aberrations from previous reporting periods. Generally, the trends of all activities
and elements of stops matched the overall slight decline in the number of stops. Trends were
analyzed by race/ethnicity as well. While there were some instances where the trends differed for
each racial/ethnic group, there were no dramatic differences.
The State adheres to the principles underlying the Act and commits substantial resources and effort
by members of the Department of Law and Public Safety and the New Jersey State Police. The State
remains committed to continuing the progress in producing these data in the spirit of the Act.
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APPENDIX ONE

Previously Published Aggregate Reports
Report

Publication Date

Reporting Period

June 27, 2000

January 1, 2000- April 30, 2000

January 10, 2001

May 1, 2000- October 31, 2000

July 17, 2001

November 1, 2000- April 30, 2001

January 28, 2002

May 1, 2001- October 31, 2001

Fifth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

June 27, 2002

November 1, 2002- April 30, 2002

Sixth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

December 27, 2002

May 1, 2002- October 31, 2002

June 27, 2003

November 1, 2002- April 30, 2003

December 24, 2003

May 1, 2003- October 31, 2003

Ninth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

June 25, 2004

November 1, 2003- April 30, 2004

Tenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

December 28, 2004

May 1, 2004- October 31, 2004

June 28, 2005

November 1, 2004- April 30, 2005

December 28, 2005

May 1, 2005- October 31, 2005

Thirteenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

June 28, 2006

November 1, 2005- April 30, 2006

Fourteenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

December 28, 2006

May 1, 2006- October 31, 2006

Fifteenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

June 28, 2007

November 1, 2006- April 30, 2007

Sixteenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

January 14, 2008

May 1, 2007- October 31, 2007

July 25, 2008

November 1, 2007- April 30, 2008

Eighteenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

January 23, 2009

May 1, 2008- October 31, 2008

Nineteenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

August 12, 2009

November 1, 2008- April 30, 2009

April 2010

May 1, 2009- June 30, 2009

December 2010

July 1, 2009-December 31, 2009

July 2011

January 1, 2010-June 30, 2010

August 2011

July 1, 2010-December 31, 2010

Fifth Public Report of Aggregate Data

January 2012

January 1, 2011-June 30, 2011

Sixth Public Report of Aggregate Data

March 2012

July 1, 2011-December 31, 2011

December 2013

January 1, 2012-June 30, 2012

First Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data
Second Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data
Third Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data
Fourth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

Seventh Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data
Eighth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

Eleventh Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data
Twelfth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

Seventeenth Semiannual Public Report of Aggregate Data

First Public Report of Aggregate Data12
Second Public Report of Aggregate Data
Third Public Report of Aggregate Data
Fourth Public Report of Aggregate Data

Seventh Public Report of Aggregate Data

12

All aggregate reports published after the first report in April 2010 were published by OLEPS.
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Report
Eighth Public Report of Aggregate Data

Publication Date

Reporting Period

December 2013

July 1, 2012- December 31, 2012

October 2014

January 1, 2013- June 30, 2013

Ninth Public Report of Aggregate Data
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